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Crawl over to Pulse to see how Spider-Man
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not only hits theaters today, but has also
taken over stores to compete with other
superheroes | PAGE 3
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Bookstore strives
to offer more
By Zach Knapp
Reporter
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Jeff
Nelson
Director of
the University
Bookstore

The University bookstore is taking strides to become the all-inone stop for University students.
Changes are being made in the
hope to better serve the students,
said leff Nelson, director of the
University Bookstore.
The bookstore has added a
Verizon store along with other
renovations.
lerome Kohne, director of
Business I) evelopment for
Verizon, said the inclusion of
the Verizon store in the bookstore is a step toward keeping
the bookstore up-to-date with
new technology.
"There is an opportunity to
help bookstores keep up with the

www.bgnews.com

times," Kohne said. "Students are
going for Kindles more and more
for their books, and everyone
seems to have an il'bone."
The Verizon store will be fully
operational, allowing for the purchase of new products, plans and
hotspots, Kohne said.
Nelson said a contract is being
worked on that will make books
needed for classes available
See UNION | PageS

Michigan residents to
petition for in-state tuiton
Out-of-state students want to pay same as Ohioans
By M.bni. Mills
Reporter

Harrell said she created the
petition because she still owes
more than S12.000 and her aunt
has maxcd out loans to help pay
for her education.
Additionally, her grandmother
has been forced to move out of
her house because she helped
llarrell pay for school.
Junior Jacqueline Elliott, a
broadcast journalism major,
said many of her friends from
Michigan did not come back after
their freshman year because
tuition was so expensive.
"A lot of people who value their
education are forced to transfer schools and it's just not fair,"

Some University students are hoping for 11 change in the cost of tuition.
Out-of-state students have to
pay $7,308 more a year than instate students for tuition.
Michigan resident and sophomore Taylor Haired, a double
major in international business
and marketing, wrote a petition
for t he University t o dismiss
Michigan students' out-of-state
tuition fee.
"I'm hoping to get 1,000 signatures before next week, I have
pretty big hopes," llarrell said.
According to the petition website, change.org, the petition currently has about 280 signatures.

I

Faculty bargaining
negotiations

The association extended the previous
July 1 deadline due to the fact that negotiations are still underway.
The contract is part of negotiations
between the faculty and University administrators. It will be the Faculty Association's
first contract since unionizing in Oct 2010.
according to an article published in The BG
News m Jan. 2012.
The contract will touch upon items
such as faculty salary increases and faculty
evaluations.
Because the previous deadline was not
met. the association will begin meeting with
University administrators in July twice a

'HFBGNEWS

SAM GORMAN meditates near the pond by the rec center, he leaves for Thailand in the fall for a semester at a Buddhist monastery

CAMPUS
BRIEF
The Faculty Association is continuing
negotiations for its collective bargaining
agreement with the University

ABBIPARK

See MICHIGAN Pane 2

Pat
Pautcen
University s
Lead Negotiator

week until an agreement is reached.
It's more important to have a contract
that's mutually beneficial." said Pat Pauken.
the University's lead negotiator and vice
provost for Governance and Faculty
Relations. 'It'll take longer than July 1
and that's fine because we want a good
contract."
The administration's inability to meet the
deadline is a sign it wasn't taking negotiations seriously, said David Jackson, Faculty
Association negotiator and associate professor in the political science department.
"We set deadlines for our students and
there's a consquence if they don't meet our
deadline," Jackson said. 'It should be the
same for the administration "
Contract specifics cannot be discussed

David
Jackson
Faculty Association
Negotiator

outside of negotiation sessions, but some
of the terms negotiated include wages,
hours, terms and conditions.
"There's a focus on economic issues that
are critical to both parties," Pauken said.
Both parties are doing well at the
negotiations table and are getting closer to
reaching an agreement, he said.
"I think it's going very well and I'm happy
with the progress we've made." Pauken said.
"We've come to agreement with a lot of
provisions of the contract."
Jackson said he is hopeful the administration will start treating the faculty more
respectfully as negotiations to discuss salary will begin July 13
"Hopefully moving forward we'll see
some more serious behavior," Jackson said.

Internships at University can
lead to further employment
Some majors require students to participate in co-ops
Carll Evil,.,,,.,
Reporter

Internships and co-ops may help
a student land a career after
graduating and there are some
resources available to students
on campus to get started.
Internships provide students
with the chance to demonstrate
their skill set to their potential
employers, said lessica Turos,
interim director at the Career
Center.
The Career Center offers students help; from finding internships to fine-tuning resumes.

"Internships are like a semester-long interview," Turos said.
According to the National
Association of Colleges and
Employers 2011 survey. 58
percent of students became
employed at the place they
interned at.
Some majors require students
to complete co-ops and internships to graduate.
The College of Technology
requires its students to complete
at least two co-ops. with some
See CAREER | Page S
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Emerging artists

Coaches lead the way

Freedom appreciation

Do you think Michigan students

The Fifth Annual Northwest
Ohio Community Art

Check out the sports
section to learn about
all 14 Bowling Green

Columnist Bobby Waddle

should get to pay in-state tuition?

discusses what the Fourth
of July means to him and

athletics varsity
coaches I PAGE 6

what he does with his
independence j PAGE 4

Exhibition runs from June 30
to July 22. Check out an album
of the featured artwork online

u

don't think so
tecause Ohio
people have
priority yy

AYMAN ALDREES
Freshman. Business Administration
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The Clazel is simply the best place
to hold your next special event
or fundraiser
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For more information go to:
clazel.net * tacebook.com/clazel

7:39 P.M.
Complainant reported that

Complainant reported that
sometime during the night.

sometime during the night,
an unknown person entered

an unknown person knocked

the Democratic campaign offices of

THURS, JUNE
28

street.
9:09 P.M.

Syrvania. Toledo and Bowling Green

9:30 A.M.

starting at 5 p.m. Monday. A time

Complainant reported items
stolen within the lOOO block

Complainant reported that
sometime during the day. an

a residence and stole a
Playstation 3 and two con-

Free tickets for the speech will
be given first come, first serve at

President Barack Obama is
returning to Ohio for his re-election

for the speech will be released along

campaign efforts as pad of a bus

with the tickets.
The two-day bus trip will fea-

tour to celebrate the ""American

of N. Grove St.

ture stops m northern Ohio and

Obama will visit the Wolcott

Pennsylvania, though specific events

sometime Saturday, a bench

House Museum in Maumee, Ohio,

have not yet been confirmed by the
campaign

was damaged within the 200
block of S. Enterprise St.

Thursday, an anonymous campaign

unknown person entered an
unlocked vehicle and stole

three vehicles within the 100

Smith Jr., 21. of Northwood,
Ohio, were both cited for
open container of alcohol

block of Byall Ave.

an unknown person broke

FRI., JUNE 29

Buckeye State since an economic

offices in Bowling Green located at

into a vehicle and stole a
GPS at City Park. The GPS
is valued at $250.

speech to Cuyahoga Community

123 E. Court St

1:52 A.M.
Robert J. Young-Brooks. 18.
of Pembetville. Ohio, was
cited for possession of alco-

11:47 P.M.

Seals' training program popular nationwide
By Tori Simmons

training's s uccess a mong
trainers, athletes and other
fitness advocates is not
heavy weights or a workout machine, it is the participant's own body weight.
Katie said.
T think that a lot of people believe that they have to
use big weights or machines
to get a good work out." she
said. "With the TRX program, using your Ixidy weight
shakes up the work out and
makes il just as effective."
Most TRX instructors agree
using your body weight in a
workout is just as effective, if
not better, than using weights.
"With the TKX you can
vary every exercise to accommodate to your weight." saitl
Chris Irvine, a TRX Instructor. "It's just you against your
body weight."
Students won! have worry
about being bored or uninterested in the workout while
completing it.
"One thing that students
struggle with is boredom
while exercising," Karyn said.
"I'l'UX] tailors to the students
and their improvements in
the classes."
Irvine agrees TUX is anything bin boring because he
challenges his group to set

Reportef

Students who are looking tor
the cutting edge In body resistance workout methods now
hove the opportunity 10 try
the TK\ suspension training
program, which is available at
the Recreation Center,
TUX, which stands for total
body resistance exercise, suspension (raining originated
with the Navy Seals as an
innovative way to workout
different core muscle groups
through body leverage, said
Karyn Smith, a health educator for the Department of
HeallhaiulWellness.
Smith, who helps coordinate workout and fitness programs at the Uec. said the program is new to the Itec.
The Itec t inner hosted free
demo workshops last week
and the TUX workout summer sessions sta rted N londay.
"It's a relatively new program," said Steve kampf,
director of recreation and ellnr.v I jusl started hearing
about it at conferences in the
pasl year or so."
While TKX is a new workout program, it has become
a phenomenon in the fitness
Industry, Smith said
"Professional athletes are
using (his program to work
out. and it is also iK'ing used
i n rehabs for people who need
physical rehabilitation," she
said. "It is used for all levels Oi
trainers."
KatieSmith.TKX instructor
at the Rec, agrees with Smith
that almost anyone can commit to I he TUX training.
"It's a very versatile workout that focuses On strength,
cardio. flexibility and core
stability." Katie said. "Any fitness level can do the training
because there are variations
of moves in the workout."
When looking to provide
students with an exercise program the Uec tried to target
a different workout for many
students, Kampf said.
"The students get the benefits of working in a group
setting," Smith said. " But
each workshop only contains
around six people so |studeiusl are able to get individual attention as well."
The secret behind the TKX

goals at the beginning of their
work out and showcases iheir
i improvements t h roughoiit
their training
Some students believe
the workout slays true to iis
mono, "All core all the time."
"I am excited about being
able tu work on my core muscles during the workout," said
I lannah Uenollel, a graduate
Student '1 have back problems and this workout helps
strengthen my core, which
can relieve some of those
issues."
While the summer training
sessions have been completely booked for the rest of the
summer, the Rec is looking
lo promote the program with
workshops for any student
looking into doing it in the
fall. Smith said.
"There are a lot of reluming customers from this
program." Kampf said. "We
are looking lo expand this
program because of its high
demand from lite students,"

Preferred
Properties Co.

Piedmont Apartments

for open container near
Ridge and North Prospect
streets.

Yousef. 24. of Toledo, was
arrested for operating a vehi-

SAT.. JUNE 30

cle impaired, driving under
suspension and no front

12:07 A.M.

2 Bedrooms starting at $450
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Other Locations
Fox Run Apt*.
Birch wood (small pet allowed)
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SUN., JULY!

the rear passenger tires of

12:27 A.M.
Brian J. Liles. 30. of Marion.
Ohio, was arrested for disorderly conduct/intoxication
within the 100 block of N.
Main St. He was lodged in
the Wood County Justice
Center.

of Ottawa. Ohio, was cited

the 100 block of S. College

County Justice Center.

Drive.

for prohibited acts within
the 100 block of N. Main St.

1242 A.M.
James R. Schumacher. 20.

12:52 A.M.
Levi D.H. Vanvlerah. 19. of

sometime during the night,
a male and female were

of Pemberville, Ohio, was

Defiance. Ohio, was cited

cited for underage posses-

for open container and

caught on video moving the

sion of alcohol within the

washing machines to shake

100 block of N. Prospect St.

underage possession of
alcohol within the 200 block

the quarters loose within the
200 block of N. Main St.

3:48 A.M.

The washing machines were
not damaged,
9:44 A.M.
Complainant reported that
sometime during the night.

of N. Main St.
1:30 A.M.
David Paul Napierala III.

Complainant reported that
sometime during the night.
an unknown subject moved
his vehicle and stole a spare
key and a disc golf bag within the 800 block of Third St.

an unknown person spray
painted his garage door
within the 500 block of S.

6:17 A.M.
Six vehicles were reported

Grove St.

broken into within the 170O
block of Juniper Court.

11:10 A.M.
Complainant reported that
sometime during the night,
an unknown person entered

two vehicles within the 100
block of Georgia Ave.
12:22 P.M.
Complainant reported that
sometime during the night,
an unknown person slashed
the rear passenger tires of
two vehicles within the 500
block of S. Main St.

for nuisance party within

Complainant reported that

12:20 P.M.
Complainant reported that
sometime during the night.
an unknown person slashed

and East Court streets. He
was lodged in the Wood

9:37 A.M.

the front driver side tires of

Merry Ave.

12:51A.M.
Dakota M. Gerdeman. 20.

19. of Perrysburg, Ohio was
cited for public urination

9:22 P.M.
Stephan A. Corey. 22. of
Bowling Green was cited
for improper handling of a
firearm in a motor vehicle
within the 300 block of E.
Napoleon Road.
9:23 P.M.
Complainant reported that
sometime during the night,
an unknown person broke
off the passenger side mirror
of a vehicle within the 600
block of Second St.

and underage under the

MON., JULY 2

influence of alcohol within

1:30 A.M.

the 300 block of Cambell
Hill Road.

Timothy N, Jenkins. 26.
of Perrysburg. Ohio; and

2:40 A.M.

Amanda L. Kuck, of Bowling
Green were both arrested

Complainant reported that
someone tipped over the

for drug paraphernalia within

$25 in change. Nothing
was reported missing from

pop machine at Domino's.

Road. Kuck was also charged
with possession of mari-

Taken from one vehicle was

the 300 block of E. Poe

the other vehicles. Vincent

3:21A.M.

juana and Jenkins was also

an unlocked vehicle and
went through the glove

Branch, 23. of Bowling Green;
and Terrence Joseph Harris,

Clara Linda Dick. 22. of

box and console within the
200 block of S. Grove St.

24. of Toledo, were arrested
for criminal trespass and later
charged with receiving stolen

Bowling Green, was cited
for operating a vehicle

charged with failure to dim
his car lights. They were both
lodged in the Wood County

impaired, crossing marked

Justice Center.

Nothing was reported missing.
1:59 P.M.

lanes, and failure to maintain

property. They were lodged

reasonable control near East

2:04 A.M.

in the Wood County Justice
Center.

Wooster Street and Troupe
Avenue.

Daniel A. Romero. 27, of
Bowling Green, was cited for

7:12 A.M.

558 A.M.
Robert Lanier Hiley Jr..

Complainant reported that
sometime during the night.
an unknown person entered

Seven vehicles were reported broken into within the

stole an 80 gigabyte iPod
within the 200 block of S.

300 block of Colony Lane

25. of Bowling Green, was
cited for disorderly conduct

Road. $450 in cash and $60

within the 700 block of E.

Summit St. The iPod was

tennis shoes were taken
from one vehicle along with

Napoleon Road.

worth $250.

9:29 A.M.

6:15 P.M.

$50 in damage to the drivers side passenger door. A

an unlocked vehicle and

operating a vehicle impaired
and failure to maintain reasonable control within the
700 block of W Gypsy Lane
Road.

ONLINE: Go to bgnewscom for

fc the complete blotter list

laptop, wireless router, cash

Complainant reported that
sometime during the night,

and DVD player were taken
from another vehicle worth

an unknown person pulled
the drain plug from a swim-

erty within the 100 block of

a total of $1.910. Nothing

ming pool within the 500

E. Wooster St. He allegedly
threw a half-eaten hot dog

was taken from the other

block of N. Prospect St.

We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has

10:25 A.M.

419-372-6966.

Students can appeal their
residency by completing
an Ohio Residency application after living in the
state of Ohio for at least 12
months and working, paying Ohio taxes, or if their
parents move to the state of
Ohio and obtain employment. There are several
ways students can become
eligible for in-state tuition,
all of which can be found
at www.bgsu.edu/offices/
registrar and clicking on
"Records Services" and
then "Ohio Residency for
State Subsidy for Tuition
Surcharge
Purposes."
Crow said.
Crow
declined f urther questions and! he

University Registrar was
unavailable.
VanAssche also said
many student leaders are
from Michigan.
"Imagine if those leaders
weren't there." VanAssche
said.
Harrell said iter col lecting Ihe signatures, she
plans on mailing the petition to University President
Mary Ellen Mazey and
hopefully some change in
out-of-state tuition will
occur.
"If people are more proactive, than more change
can come, otherwise, BG
will keep raising fees and
nothing will happen,"
Elliott said.

Danny Springstead. 47. of
Bowling Green, was cited
for littering on public prop-

MICHIGAN

From Page 1

llarrell said.
Some Students think
tuition should be based on
how close ihey live to the
University.
lunior
Chelsea
VanAssche, a sports management major, said she
thinks it is unfair when
she lives about ihe same
distance away from the
University as other big cities
in Ohio and she has to pay
oul-of-state tuition because
she is from Michigan.
According to the Office
of Institutional Research's
website, this past year 251

•IVYWOODAPTS.*
1 Bdrms./Studio

Spring Sp« iul i;
#'»
«i
*
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CORRECTION
POLICY
been made, call The BG News at

five vehicles.

freshmen enrolled from
Michigan, which is more
than all the other out of
state students combined
with a total of 159.
VanAssche said that the
University recruits heavily
in Michigan, so she found
it strange that it does not
offer any compensation fir
out-of-state students like
some other universities.
Peg Crow, assistant lo
the University Registrar,
said in an email "nonresident fees are not based on
how close you live to the
University, but are based
on if the student and/or
parents are living in Ohio,
working in Ohio and paying Ohio state taxes.

James R. Weinandy
Bankruptcy Attorney

No tpplicatiiin Yet
Vf) Deposit
First Month IREF!
with I Year Lease'

1 Bedroom {1 Person Only} starting at $350

within the 100 block of E.

Luke A. Kelley, 22. of
Bowling Green, was cited

SUMMER
July 1-13 Signing Special

Max Edward Cartwright. 21.
of Bowling Green, was cited

248 A.M.
Mohammed Hussain Al

plate near North Enterprise

sometime during the night,
an unknown person slashed

Clinton. Ohio; and Marvin

Tickets can be found at the

Klotz Road.

12:09 P.M.
Complainant reported that

9.38 P.M.
Complainant reported that
sometime during the night,

Obama for America campaign

available at Rec Center

of University Lane. The
items were valued at $400.
10:18 P.M.
Jordan W. Bulger. 21, of Port

It is Obamas first trip back to the

New workout method

block of S. Enterprise St.

block of Vale Court.

official told the Associated Press.

hol within the 900 block of

the driver side mirror of a
vehicle off within the 500

trollers within the 1O0 block

some change within the 800
5:31 P.M.
Complainant reported that

worker

DJ MANNY

18&Up* ?1 & over FRt F
clazel.net * tacebook.com/clazel

into the middle of traffic
while walking down the

ago.

Obama to
visit Maumee
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Experienced
Free initial consultation
Payment plans considered
I help people file for bankruptcy. I am a debt relief agency.

419-354-1244
441 Frazee Ave. Bowling Green
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SPIDEYS

Spider-Man swings into theaters following merchandise push in stores to build hype, draw interest

Check
out our
/ review
of "The
Amazing
Spiderman"
@ bgnews.com

Hot 4

Topics
'Jl
-m

Spider-Man has shown up anywhere he senses danger lor 50
years and now he's everywhere
on store shelves wilh the release
of the new Spidey movie, "The
Amazing Spider-Man."
Cheez-It boxes, O.P.I, nail
polish, Pop-Tarts and Nexcare
bandages are just some of the
merchandise boasting the wallcrawler in stores right now and
with a summer full of highly
anticipated comic hook-based
movies, it might be necessary Just
so the movie can get attention.
Chuck Coletta, instructor in the
popular culture department, said all
blockbuster movies nowadays have
to spend a lot of money advertising
to boost hype for the film.
"It does get people's attention
and draws interest to the film,"
Coletta said. "To support a bigbudget Hollywood blockbuster,
production companies have to
make merchandise deals just to
support the film."

Beyonce won best female R&B artist
and Chris Brown won best male R&B
artist at the BET Awards Sunday night.

Eric Sobel, a second year graduate student at the University,
said he thinks all the merchandising shows that these comic
book characters have truly transcended their original media.
"People can see characters in
grocery stores now, not only in
theaters or comic book stores,"
Sobel said. "I think we live in
an age where there is no singular text. Spider-Man was a comic
book character first, but now with
all the different merchandise
and access points to the character, people can interact with the
character in different media and
interpret it differently."
Sobel said the producers could
use the fact that their characters
can be used in different media to
develop the characters as well.
"Seeing Spider-Man on everything at the grocery store
cements the character in the
public conscience," Sobel said.
"While each can stand on it's
own. each text can coexist and
we can formulate our own interpretation of the character."
Sobel also said Marvel has utilized the transition of their characters from becoming more than
just comic book characters.
"At one point Spider-Man was
geared towards children, but
Marvel has embraced the expansion of media to where their
characters have entered every
day life," Sobel said.

"The Amazing Spider-Man"
isn't the only comic hook-based
movie hitting the big screen this
summer. "The Avengers" took
theaters in May, grabbing the top
spot in the summer blockbusters so far. but "The Dark Knighl
Rises" comes to theaters Inly 211,
and it might steal the lead.
"I think there's less hype for
'Spider-Man' because 'The Dark
Knight' is the final film of that
trilogy and The Avengers' had
all these other movies like a
couple Iron Man' movies and
Captain America' that led up to
it," Coletta said.
University alumnus and former Marvel Comics writer Marc
Sumerak said via email "The
Amazing Spider-Man" could still
surprise audiences this summer
with how well it does.
"Even though The Amazing
Spider-Man' hasn't received as
much media attention as those
other films, I wouldn't count it out
yet," Sumerak said in the email.
"Spidey has a huge installed fan
base and his previous movies
were enormous box office successes. I guess it all depends on
whether or not people are starting to feel burnt out on superhero
movies this summer."
Three big superhero movies this summer mean production companies think there is
a profit to be made in this type
of movie and Coletta and Sobel

both said they think it has to do
with people relating to the characters — specifically in the case
of Spider-Man.
"I think it's wish fulfillment,"
Coletta said. "People can relate
to Peter Parker because he's
nerdy. clumsy ami girls don't pay
him much attention, but looking a little deeper, he finds he's
powerful."
Sobel also said the complexity
of people's lives makes them like
superhero movies.
"We have such complicated
lives, the idea of being able to
solve problems simply is appealing," Sobel said. "Superheroes
don't deal with gray areas and
moral ambiguities, everything is
black and white. It's incredibly
appealing."
Although Spidey has taken
over store shelves. Sumerak said
it will ultimately he the movie
itself that makes or breaks it at
the box office.
"No matter how many shelves
you fill with Spider-Man merchandise, those items won't
make a real difference unless
the movie they advertise is
worth actually seeing," Sumerak
said. "Based on the sheer volume of promotional material, it
seems the studios are putting
quite a deal of trust in this film.
And from what I've seen so far,
I'm optimistic about its success
as well."

FORUM
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Do you think Michigan students should get to pay in-state tuition?
VISIT US AT

BGNEWS.COM

Championships should be awarded based on skill, not fan base

Google's Art Project gives
chance to view famous art

I laveyou ever been so psyched
for a Irip, looking lorward lo it
for weeks, only tor utdi a nasty
virus at Ibe last minute and
have lo stay home?
Or maybe you've planned
a great camping trip with
your friends, but of course a
terrible storm rolled in and
you had to cancel your plans.
Maybe it's Murphy's law.
Or just plain bad luck.
Hut if you look on the bright
side, it's an opportunity to
explore.
Not In the physical sense,
as the sizzling summer temperature at the moment is
keeping me indoors, staring out the window wishing
leaving the house didn't feel
like w alklng directly into

a sauna.
But, in the comfort of my
cool, air conditioned b ed
room, I can explore all of the
incredible galleries of famous
museums online.
Cioogle released its breathtaking Art Project last year,
allowing people who are
unable to travel to iconic
plans such as the Palace of
Versailles, the Metropolitan
Museum of Art and the Uffizi
Gallery to take a virtual tour
through the buildings and
/.(Kim in close to the works
of art.
Foe some pieces, the site
says proudly, you can even
see the works at "brushstroke
level."
And, p erhaps best of all,
you can do all this for free
Irom your Own home.
Critics of the program have
said that the Art Project in
See EMILY | Page 8
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After the first Oklahoma City
Thunder loss to the Miami
Heat, Cleveland Cavaliers
fans were still hopeful. After
the second, perhaps a little
anxious.
The first true images of a
lebron lames' championship
percolated in their minds like
a kettle left far too long on
a warm stove. Indeed, the
vague semblance of injustice
— a ring for the King — had
floated around, sure. There
they were, two games away.
After
the third
loss,
Cleveland fans, though many
refused lo admit it, were in

despair,
I couldn't watch game five
of the NBA championships.
Three consecutive Heat wins
were enough for this writer.
To he clear, I'm not a

if there was any justice in
sports at all.

Cleveland Cavaliers fan. The
decision not to watch was not
out of jealousy, hut rather of
preemptive and unilateral
disarmament.
Okay, you win.
My fragile hopes of the
Heat losing a second year in
a row were shot down pretty quickly. Co on, take the
championship and run.
I followed the fifth game
solemnly on my phone,
thinking of distant Cavaliers
fans and LeBron lames haters throughout the area in
Westlakc and Westerville.
Warren and Medina and
Parma, in Euclid near lake
Erie and Youngstown by
the Pennsylvania border,
in Massillon, Ashland and
Mansfield, in Akron where
lames was born and near
St, Vincent — St, Mary High
School where he played as a
teenager.
And I thought of them all,
watching silently around
their television sets, shaking their heads, wondering

Meanwhile,
fans
of
LeBron lames and the
Heat — in Miami and I-'ort
lauderdale, in West Palm
Beach and Boynton Beach
and Pompano Beach and a
hundred other beaches, in
living rooms throughout the
United States and probably a
few in China or Japan I suppose, watched the game in
pure excitement. lumping up
and down, hugging a friend
or a sister, enjoying their
moment.
Such is sports. There are
winners and losers.
Thing is, Cleveland didn't
even lose.
Technically, in 50 years, we
can look back in some kind
of sports encyclopedia and
find that collection of young,
inconsistent but promising basketball players, once
known as the Oklahoma City
Thunder, lost the 2012 NBA
Championship Finals five
games to one.

To most of the country,
they were the Cavaliers
with blue uniforms thrown
over them.
Anyone who truly cares
about Cleveland sports and
pretends not to care, that it's
okay because he was going to
win it at some point anyways,
that I'm over it and besides
the Indians are doing well, is
lying to you.
Mostly, they are lying to
themselves.
1 don't know of an easier path forward than a
Cavaliers or other Cleveland
sports championship, where
fans can move on by hugging
their own trophies.
I'm far too young to be a
professional cynic, but realism exists. Championships
aren't just handed out to
the fan base who wants it
the most.
So, go on. Play ball.

Hes/xmil lo Tyler m
llieneuis&'bgiiews.com

Remember freedom, history
while celebrating Fourth of July

PHOIOWOVIDtD
CHILDHOOD FRIENDS Jon. Brooke. Tara. Megan. Brittany and Chris would go to the local Delaware. OH parks, play for hours and even have time to sit still for photos

Childhood friends can be just like family, should be kept close
share blood could happen for

V

«

1ARAKELLER

I grew up one of six children.
Before you gasp and
assume I'm Catholic, (I am,
funnily enough], know that
I wasn't biologically related
to those other three — only
two of them, if you want to get
technical.
Actually, forget technicalities. These people are my siblings and they will always be.
I wish these kind of familial
bonds to those who don't

everyone.
My mom babysat Brooke,
Brittany and Ion almost all
my life.
At one point, as she fondly
remembers, she was watching
two five-year-olds, two fouryear-olds, o ne three-year-old
and one two-year-old.
Don't ask me how she did it.
We would go to the nearest Burger King and play on
the playground until it got
dark. We would spend every
moment outside at the pool or
in my backyard.
I'd like to think our imagination's were more advanced

THE BG NEWS
DANAE KING, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall

hack then. Our minds took
up from Santa's workshop, to
fighting the forces of evil as
power rangers.
These kids were my brother
and sisters. We had our diapers changed together and
learned how to ride a twowheel bike together.
We were together Monday
through Friday, all day, every
week, for years. They were,
and still are, my childhood.
I lowever, as time went on,
we didn't need to be babysat
any longer. We would no longer see each other every day.
We weren't a family anymore.
This broke my heart and for

ALEX ALUSHEFF, NEWS EDITOR
MEAGAN SMITH, WEB EDITOR
CHRISTINE KOHLER, DESIGN EDITOR
MOLLY MCFADDIN, PHOTO EDITOR

a couple years, we only saw
each other a few times.
I got lonely.
Living in a house with just
my two other siblings felt
incomplete somehow. So, I
tcxik the intialive and started
to get back in touch.
Brittany we see all the time.
Ion and Brooke we see occasionally whenever we're all
free. Sometimes we'd bowl,
and sometimes, like a few
weeks ago, we all got together for my sister's graduation
party.
See TARA | Page 8

Email: thenews@bgnews.com

MICHELEWYSOCKI. SPORTS EDITOR
TARA KELLER, T0RUM EDITOR

American Revolution.
This is where the justice
aspect comes in. Since we do
have representation, it makes
sense for us to pay taxes.
If we didn't pay them, we
would end up arguing over
who would pay for cool things
like highways and public services, things many of us take
for granted.
Of course. I'm going to stop
there. This week's column
is not for me to express my
opinion on taxes.
It's actually about how I
appreciate my right to write a
column about taxes (or anything on my mind).
See BOBBY I Page 8
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choose lor no deity at all)
and have the opportunity to
pursue a career based on our
passions, in order to finance a
comfortable living.
Some people may consider things like taxes to be
uncomfortable.
Our founders did, at least
to an extent, and the fight for
representation helped fuel the

THE BG NEWS SUBMISSION POLICY

Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966

The Fourth of luly is a day
that has always symbolized
freedom to me, no matter die
context.
When I was really little, it
was a time I was allowed to
stay up later so I could see
cool things blow up in the sky
(still my favorite part of the
holiday).
As I got older, it fell in the
middle of summer vacation.
It became kind of a symbol
for everything I loved about
the season: cooking out. a
warmer than usual temperature and a chance to travel
and see people 1 don't often
get to visit.
Of course, that season provided freedom from school as
well. But it was largely school
that taught me the historical
significance of the holidayand
made me appreciate it for all of
its nuances.
The most important lesson
is the definition of freedom.
I am not going to provide
the Merriam-Webster definition or say that we can just
do what we want. That would
insult everything our founders tried to establish.
Even worse, it would insult
every soldier that ever risked
his or her livelihood for us.
Rather, my definition of
freedom falls between the
definitions of opportunity

and justice.
Our founders did not
try to create a land where
people could just do as
they pleased. That would
amount to nothing more
than anarchy, and while
I'm sure that has its merits,
1 am quite glad we have
some regulations in place.
Instead, we are given the
gift to think what we want,
pray to whatever deity we

ERIN COX, PULSE EDITOR
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CAREER
From Page I

majors requiring three,
said Thomas Siebenaler.
associate director of the
College of Technology.
"A co-op is basically a step
above an entry position, but
it is credit-bearing like a
course," Siebenaler said.
Students whose majors
don't require them to
intern are still able to get
involved.
Students whose majors
don't require internships
receive a zero-credit transcript notation for student
internship or co-op experiences, T'uros said.
"We're open to any student who would like to discuss internship possibilities," Turossaid.
Junior Merissa Acerbi.

THAILAND
From Page 1

monastery.
The difference between
his college aspirations and
his practice of meditation is
huge, (,ni iii.iii said.
"What you learn on
campus is almost cut and
dry," he said. "Meditation
tries to help me figure out
how to be happy, not just
successful or wealthy."
The trip is being made
possible through the
Stuart R. Givens Memorial
Fellowship.
Gorman said the fellowship encourages activism
and peace. Applicants for
the fellowship are asked the
question: if you could do
anything in the world what
would you do? Once applicants have been chosen,
the fellowship helps them
fund their trip.
No stranger to encouraging peace and community,
Gorman has been active in
the SFARCII and Common
Good communities at the
University.
"We support local artists
and musicians, we do service projects like feeding
and supporting the homeless, we plan social events
like concerts and parties."
Gorman said. "Basically we
try to be a positive influence on the local culture."
A friend of Gorman,
Sammy Hitchcock, who
also taught yoga and

through Amazon.
Senior Brittany Daniels
welcomes more options for
huying books.
"Hook prices are Ihe
biggest pain for me each
semester," Daniels said.
"Knowing that I could just
get them all on my Kindle
in the matter of minutes
would save me the hassle. Not to mention the
fact that the books would
probably be cheaper."
Kohne knows students
are used to buying their
books a certain way, but he
hopes students' familiarity
with technology will help

psychology major and neuroscience minor, said she
is not required to do any
internships or co-ops for
her major, but has already
completed two internships
because it helps to build
her resume to apply for
grad school.
Acerbi is interning this
summer with Sctgo. which
is a program for science
majors who would like to
gain experience in their
field. This will be her second summer interning
with Setgo. She heard of
the internship opportunity
while in an Introduction to
Ncuroscience class.
Acerbi said she plans to
do another internship next
summer and has recently traveled to Stanford
University where she presented her research at an
international psychology

conference.
Turos said they have
many resources available
for students who are just
beginning their search
for an internship or co-op
such as the option to set up
a formal hour-long career
exploration meeting or a
:iO-minute resume consultation, which is helpful for
students who have not yet
created a resume.
For students who have
already created a resume
and just have a quick question about their resume, or
cover letter, can stop by
the career center's dropin hours on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays from 1 p.m.
to 4 p.m.
"My advice to students
would be to start thinking
about internships early."
Turos said. "Don't wait, get
started early."

meditation with Gorman,
is excited for the opportunity Gorman has to study
meditation in Thailand.

have and hopes to help others gain interest in it.
"I would really like to
come back and teach
people what 1 have
learned," Gorman said.
"Meditation can be a
powerful tool to help people pursue what is really
important to them."
Gorman's interest in
meditation was encouraged
by Marvin Belzer, a former
philosophy teacher at the
University. Belzer remembers Gorman's eagerness
to learn about meditation
when he attended Belzer's
Mindful Meditation workshop while Gorman was
still in high school.
"He was great from the
beginning and I was really
pleased by his interest,"
Belzer said. "I helped him
realize that you really can
practice meditation; you
don't have to just play make
believe."
Gorman's dream of the
University breaking out
into song and dance may
be closer to make believe
than reality, but he believes
meditation could at least
help people get a little bit
closer to what is essential in
their life.
"Meditation can really help when it comes to
dealing with the stress of
college and see what is
really important to them,"
Gorman said.
Gorman is scheduled to
leave for his trip to Thai land
Sept. 12.

"Practicing
meditation is the
main aspect, but
a lot of it is really
just about solitude,
and aligning
yourself with
nature."
Sam Gorman | Junior

"Sam is a total free spirit,"
Hitchcock said. "I know it
will be an experience of a
lifetime for him."
While at the monastery,
his routine will consist
of a daily routine of waking up at 3 a.m., practicing meditation and fasting,
Gorman said. Nature hikes,
yoga and chores will also
be included in his schedule.
"Practicing mediation is
the main aspect, but a lot
of it is really just about solitude, and aligning yourself
with nature," Gorman said.
In order to transition
into the different lifestyle,
Gorman plans to continue
meditating and prepare his
body by fasting and slowly changing his diet to be
entirely plant-based.
Gorman understands the
influence meditation can

the store prosper.
"We are trying to change
the students' behavior
when it comes to buying books," Kohne said.
"Students are more likely
to develop quickly and
embrace our services
once they learn that it is a
better option and easier
for them."
Along with the opening of the Verizon store,
Nelson said Ziggabyte will
move to the area where the
Peregrine Shop is located
currently. In addition to
the move in location, new
products being offered
at Ziggabyte include the
Kindle Fire, Barnes &
Noble Nook and Samsung
(ialaxy.
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UPCOMING CHANGES
IN THE BOOKSTORE

The Peregrine shop will
be removed once the new
Onttakes opens in the
Falcon's Nest.
A small boutique shop displaying trendy clothing that
is not particularly University
related will be installed
where Ziggabyte is currently
located. Nelson said.
"We have that giant
window where Ziggabyte
is at right now," Kohne
said. "We are planning
on using it to show off all
of the seasonal merchandise that will be in the
boutique."
All changes to the bookstore should be made and
it should be fully operational by the start of fall
semester, Nelson said.

■ Ziggabyte is moving
to the area where the
Pef egrine shop is
■ Peregrine shop is closing
■ All non-food related
items that were in the
Peregrine shop will be
sold behind the front desk
of the Bookstore
■ A small boutique will be
put in where Ziggabyte is
currently located
■ Ziggabyte will sell Kindle
Fire. Barnes & Noble
Nook and Samsung
Galaxy
■ Fully-operational Verizon
store will be installed in
the bookstore
■ The front check-out desk
will be completely renovated

SUMMERTIME STUDYING

MOtLYMCFADOIN

IMF BGNtWS

TIFFANY WESTBERRY. senior, a creative writing major does homework for her Spanish class at the Union
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Penny
Dean
Tennis Head Coach

Louis
Orr
Men's Basketball
Head Coach

Danny
Schmitz
Baseball Head
Coach

Schmitz has been the Falcons' coach since

Orr has been with the Falcons since 2007.

Dean has been with the program since 1990

1991 and has led the team to six Mid-American

earning two postseason appearances and MAC

and led the Falcons to the MAC quarterfinals this

Championships in the past 10 years.

Coach of the Year award in 2008-09 after the

season. They were also recognized for having the

team's bid to the National Invitation Tournament.

highest GPA of all the BG sports teams.

Petra
Martin

Jennifer
Roos
Women's Basketbal
Head Coach

Shannon
Salsburg
Softball Head Coach

Swimming Head
Coach

Salsburg joined the Falcons in 2006 and set a

Roos was recently named the head coach for

Martin coached three swimmers to the

season best with a record of 56-22 - the biggest

BG and has a 2-0 record under her belt with the

Olympic Trials this season. She said enjoys help-

turnaround in the country with 24 more games

Falcons after stepping in this past season.

ing her athletes find who they are and challenging

won than the previous season.

Lou
Snelling
Men/Women Cross
Country/Track & Field
Head Coach
Snelling joined the Falcons in 2011 and said he
hopes to restore the program to a championship
level team both in performance and honor.

AHEAD
OF THE

GAME
Varsity sports team's coaches offer facts about themselves

Stephanie
Young
Men's/Women's Golf
Head Coach

Young was recently named the interim head
coach for the men's team, but has been coaching
the BG women for seven seasons. She said she
loves the game and has a passion for teaching.

Compiled by Michel* Wysoclci

Kerrie
Beach
Gymnastics Head
Coach

them to become better.

Dave
Clawson
Football Head
Coach

Danijela
Tomic
Volleyball Head
Coach

Beach has coached one MAC champion 12

Tomic was named the head coach of the

Clawson was named the 17th head coach in

Regional Qualifiers, five All-MAC Performers

Falcons at the end of the team's most recent sea-

Falcon football history in 2008 and has a record

and a MAC Freshman of the year in her six

son, where BG posted an overall record of 19-12.

of 14-23 with the program and 23 years of

seasons with the Falcons.

coaching experience under his belt.

Eric
Nichols
Men's Soccer Head
Coach

Chris

Kellie
Evans
Women's Soccer
Head Coach

Bergeron
Hockey Head
Coach

Nichols is four seasons into his career at BG

Bergeron took the coaching job in 2010 and
Evans was named the interim head coach of

and in 2010 Nichols and the Falcons doubled

set out to improve the team both on and off
the Falcons after serving as an assistant coach the

their wins from the previous season with just four

the ice. He said his favorite part is watching the
previous season.

seniors on the team.

players go through the process from recruitment
to graduation.

■

VOLLEYBALL
Team to host scrimmage
The volleyball team is scheduled to host a scrimmage, clinic and a
meet and greet at the University Aug. 18. All events are free and
open to the public
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JASON SCHWAB -rude this artwork called "GMO Food Fight" which is displayed in the Northwest Ohio Community Art Eihibiiwn The glass piece is worth $5,000

Local artists showcase talent in exhibit
By Emily Gordon
Reporter

Artists arc hanging up their
paintings, glass works and
pholographsat the University's
Fine Arts Center in preparation for the Tiflh Annual
Northwest Ohio Community
An Exhibition.
The e xhihition, which
will run from |une3() to Inly
22. attracts area artists of
varying ages and mediums
yearly due to its welcoming and lively atmosphere,
said Jacqueline Nathan, the
University's gallery director.
The NOWOII exhibition is
unique in that it accepts all
work that is entered to be
shown, allowing both amateur
and seasoned artists a chance
to have their wurk recognized.

I ast year, more than 200 pieces by more than HO local artists
wen shown ill the exhibition.
Tlte goal is to provide an
opportunity for all artists of
any level to be able to show
their work in a professional
manner." Nathan said.
Professional judges have
been invited to give awards.
Among these awards are Best
Young Artist, which is given to
an artist who is IB or younger,
and Best of Show for which the
winner receives a $500 prize.
"There is also a Popular
Choice award, where anyone
who comes to the exhibition
can vote for their favorite,"
Nathan said.
Senior Cori C rumrine
entered some of her ceramic
|Mircelain work in the exhibition for the first time this year.

"()ther shows I've been in are
pretty high strung." Crumrine
said. "This one is really calm
because it's in the summer and
people are just really excited
to come into this accepting,
relaxed environment."
Michael Arrigo. coordinator for Pint Year Studies at
the University's School of Art,
also entered his work to the
NOWOH exhibition for the
first lime this year.
Arrigo entered digital photos
on canvases that are part of a
series named I lobson's choice.
The images have "answers"
that relate to the pictured subject in multiple choice format,
and every one of them is true
Arrigo said.
" It s about t he arbil rariness of
deciskin making and the multiplicity of definition," he said.

Such expression is celebrated at the NOWOII exhibition,
Nathan said.
The show's value to the
community is also important
to the participants.
"I got involved because it's
a great way for the University
to reach out to community
members," Arrigo said. "The
show has a real nice mix
of work."
The l-'ifth Annual Northwest
OhloC ommunlty
Art
Exhibition will b elo cated
in the University's Tine
Arts Center at the Dorothy
Uber Bryan and Williard
Wankelman Galleries.
Hours arc Thursdays and
Fridays from 12 p.m. to B p.m.
and Saturdays and Sundays
from 12 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Admission is free.

Nugent's politics displease concertgoers,
Styx sails away with excited crowd
f^MlMILY GORDON
E^S CCUMNISF

Ted Nugent, HI*) Speedwagon
aixi Styx awed concertgoers at
Blossom Music (inter Saturday
night during a stop on their
Midwest Rock V Roll Fxpress
tour in (Xryuhoga Falls, (Mik).
Theastonisbmentexpressed
during Nugent's set, however,
was actually due to disbelief
of his character instead of
admiration for his music.
Nugent opened the night and
while lie can undeniably play
a mean guitar, his in-your-face
attitude really turned off most
of the audience to his set. He
paradedaniund onstage, almost
every word out of his mouth a
cuss word, speaking only about
how gnat he thought he was or
how awfUl the government and
liberals are.
Hits "Cat Scratch Fever."
"Doctor" and "Stranglehold"
were catchy and sounded
pretty good, but Nugent's
behavior ruined any chance
of enjoyment for me.
While patches of supportive
fans were scattered throughout the audience, it was clear
from the grimacing looks on
most people's faces and lack
of applause that they were as
repulsed as I was.
REO Speedwagon p per
formed after Nugent's short set,
delighting (he swaying crowd
with many of their hits such as
"Time For Me to Fly." "Keep on
Lovin' You" and "I Can't Fight
This Feeling Anymore."
The band was like a salve
that soothed the bum Nugent
left the audience with.
Concertgoers got out of their
chairs and danced, waved
their 1 ighters and sang along to
the 80s love songs.
Interestingly, (heb and
played the politics card, too, by
performing their song "Golden

Country," whichc riticizes
America's unequal treatment
of its citizens.
Yet, lead singer Kevin Cronin
didn't shove his political ideas
down our diroats or call them
profane names for disagreeing with him, so his song was
enjoyed whether audience
members agreed with his statements or not. Nugent could
learn a thing or two from
Cronin's example. I thought.
RliO Speedwagon obliged the
clieering audience with "Riding
the Storm Out" as an encore to
their solid set of classic rock.
But Styx, as the final performer, was truly the night's star.
The band sounds just
as great live as it does on its
recordings, getting the entire
audience on the floor dancing
and singing along. The band
has a natural yet powerful
stage presence.
When keyboardist and
vocalist Lawrence Gowan
spun his keyboard around and
played it backwards, then later
stood on it as he sung the hit
"Come Sail Away," the crowd
went absolutely crazy.
The band played its set so
seamlessly and with what
looked like such little effort
that all the audience could
pick up on was htiw much fun
the band must have putting on
this show every tour stop.
Playing""Renegade" as its
encore was a good choice, as
it's one of the most beloved
songs and extremely high
energy. While dancing and
whisding my head off, I wished
the set didn't have to end.
1 definitely recommend the
Midwest Rock 'n Roll Express
tour for the great music, electric energy and stellar showmanship of REO Speedwagon
and Styx. But if you, like me,
would rather not have to
stomach "Uncle Ted" due to
his ego or politics, you might
want to consider h is set a good
time to grab a snack from the
concession stands.
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The Dog Days of
Summer Countdown
By Erin Cox
Pulse Editor

This summer has been hot. hot. hot - even thinking takes too much energy. These suggestions will
prevent you from having to think of your own ideas
and will hopefully keep you cool and enjoying the
heat at the same time.
47. Go watch the fireworks. Independence Day is for remembering our country's history, but the fireworks ate what make
it fun.
46. Play with sparklers. No celebration is complete without them.
45. Spend a day on a boat just so you can say. "I'm on a boat," all
day long and maybe enjoy the water too.
44. Walk through the grass barefoot. Wny bother putting on
mote clothes when it's already so hot?
43. Play cornhole. It might be a heated competition, but it
doesn't require too much energy.
42. Take a nap in a hammock. The hot days require a siesta.
41. Walk around with a spray bottle that has a fan. With this heat,
it could be a new trend.
(DrtOBS NOTE THIS IS A WIEKIY StRltS THAt COUHtS DOWMI* D»YS LtFI Of SUMMfH

Check out
Jonathan Keilholz's
album review
of Maroon 5s
EMIIY GORDON

"Overexposed"
@bgnews.com

STYX plays "Miss America" during the Midwest Rock 'n Roll Enpress tour Saturday
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1 bd- $99 deposit
2bd-$200 deposit
3bd-$300 deposit
1,2,3 bdrm apartments only
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1045 N Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-353-580

www.meccabg.com
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FIREWORKS FAIL
"IF WE OO TO THE HH^HAMURAL FCELDS
REALLY EARLY WEvlX MAVTTH E BEST
SEATS FoR THE FIREWORKS SWoWJ
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See 65-Across
"My Cousin Vinny" star
Mar parade VIP
Bin stat
Abbr. seen before a year
Ad
'Ongoing saga
Cougar and Impala
Grammar class no-no
They're unbeatable
Prolonged suffering
City on the Orne
Cutting remark
Broke down
"Focaccia-like treat
Vein pursuit?
Brewer's need
"Surely you don't mean me?!"
60-Across with heartshaped leaves
36 Set-up punch
40 Post-punk music genre

41
42
43
47
48
49
50
51
53
55
56
60
61
62
63
64
65

Ill-gotten gains
Before now
'Kitchen extraction gadget
Bikini specification
In another life
Fireside stack
Concession stand drinks
Truedatr
Bovine bedding
Off one's rocker
'Barely find room for
*A nest of robins in her
hair" poem
Players lake them
Music-ticensing org
de France: sports
venue near Paris
Sprouts-to-be
With 1-Across. Time-Life
Records product... and.
in a way, what each of the
answers to starred clues is

SHElBYSWflNHAGEN I THE BG NEWS

make some popcorn and
virtually explore its walls
online from my couch.
There won't be any crowds.

TARA

no waycompeles wilh visiting
the museums and galleries in

No posted hours, so I can
take my time.

person.
I agree wilh I hem on
Ihis poinl.
I love gelling lost in the
long hallways of museums,
finding beautiful pieces as
I wander and coming face
to face, as I turn a corner,
with a painting by Kdgar
Degas.

And best of all, I can hop
from museum to museum
around the world, depending on what kind of art I feel
like viewing.
Being at home doesn't
have to be boring.

After that last get-together
and after seeing a picture of
us all together, it made me
realize I need to see them all
more than I do now.
Life doesn't hand out a lot.
Hardly anything, really. But
every once in a while, we're
given friends who'll last a
lifetime.
You may not have been
fortunate enough to grow
up wilh up five other kids.
(You might be thanking your
lucky stars for that one.) But

EMILY
From Page 4

The atmosphere, too, of a
museum is just so thrilling
for an art lover.
But f>r itose who cannot
afford traveling expenses,
aren't able to take the time
off from work or school
to travel, or have disabilities preventing them from
traveling at all, Google
Art Project is a fantastic
substitute.
I do not have the opportunity to hop a plane and
roam the halls of the Musee
d'Orsay in Paris. But I can
get myself a cold drink,

Kspccially when your
mind is traveling the world.
If you're looking for a
stimulating way to beat the
heat this summer, this is the
"trip" for you to take.
Visit g oogleartproject.
com to browse galleries and
individual works of art, from
sculptures, paintings, pholographs, furniture, artifacts
and more.
Users can also create a gallery to save favorite works in a
collection for future viewing
and inspiration.

Hcs/ioiul to Emily at
riwm'ivs&bgneivs.mm

June Speaal

$20 OFF

RENT PER M°NTH

BG

Reconnect

HEWS

Remember good friends,
best friends, forever friends
are just family members
without the official title.
Keep them close to your
heart and that's where
they'll stay.

BOBBY
From Page 4
This means taking the
bad with the good. While
(here may be a politician
or a law that you don't like,
you should remember that
nothing is perfect.
While I'm sure I gave a
pretty accurate description
of the American Dream,
there are numerous other
interpretations.
I must admit I am not an
American History scholar.

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
Ihr BG Nrnw Mil not knowingly
accept advmuiincitu that discriminate or encourage discrimination
against any individual or group on
the basis of race, sex color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability status aa a veteran,
or on the basis of any other legally
protected status.

Res/wild to Tarn at
theneiusQ'bgneivs.com
Nevertheless, t he ability
to say what we want while
choosing our own livelihood (albeit with some sensible laws) are some good
ideals to uphold, and the
fact we can critique our politicians only demonstrates
that ability.
It's impossible to be perfect, but picking a good
ideal to fight for can lead
to some great things.

Respond to Hobby at
thenews@\)gnewsxom

ANSWERS

il

a_

For Rent

we all have that childhood
friend — maybe even our
best friend, who we kind of
forgot about.
Go
find
them.
Put
I'acebook lo good use and
figure out what they're up to.

From Paqe 4

35 "That parrot is
definitely _": line
from a Monty
Python sketch
36 Not as confident
37 Friday guy?
38 Feverish chills
39 Conks on the head
41 Throw hard
43 Ace bandage sites
44 Injury-free
45 Picnic pitcher filler
46 Friars Club events
47 Ruth's husband
50 Mustard family plant
52 Lost a lop?
54 Serve behind bars?
57 Jose's 'Huh?58 "As I see it," in email
59 Quash

lite BG Newt reaerves the right to
decline, discontinue or revise any
advertisement such as those found
to be defamatory, lacking in factual
basis, misleading or MM In MOM All
<*lvrTii*r-ii .!,IN iirt- wihj.vi ii nlluiiti

For Rent

"houses & apis almost lull 12-13.
321/315 E. Merry. 6BR, 4ok or 3
1BR S470/mo -rms low as 220/mo
EH 146 S College, $300/mo. W/D.
Also avail summer only lease
cartyrentals.com / 419-353-0325
1 & 2BR apis, close to campus.
avail now, ideal lor grad student'
Call Gary at 419-352-5414.

2BR apt. W/D close to
campus & downtown, very nice'
Available in August, $550/mo
121 E Court St, 419-352-0300
3BR apt. avail Aug. S550/mo.
443 N. Enterprise
Call 419-308-2458 tor more into.
4BR houses. 2 car garage.
W/D. AC, 1yr lease.
avail NOWI S1200/mo.
949 Scott Hamtlton.138 Williams
Call or text 419-654-9512
Basement apt. Near campus.
S350/mo utilities included
Call 419-352-5882
Furn. rooms, freedom ol house.
TV. W/D. clean & qutet. $275/mo
w/$100dep Call 419-354-6117
Highland Management
July & Aug leases avail l2mo,
220 Napoleon-1br-$395-S3754«l
130 Liberty -1br -$450 -*gas, elec.
Call 419-354-6036 for more into
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-2, M-F
www BQ AnartrnflnlR com
Room for rent. $350/mo.
quiet home, female preferred
Cable, internet & W/D incl
Shamrock Studios
Leasing tor spring semester and
beyond starting at $425. includes
all util. cable, fully furnished. WiFi,
cats allowed, call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com

1BR apts, near campus.
Avail Fall 2012. S475/mo, utlls incl
Call 419-352-5882.

Help Wanted
Great Selection ■ Close to Campus ■ Better Prices
Successfully Serving
BGSU Students Since 1978.

sweating
profusely
while trying
to sleep."

■ M.ni\ units within wulkinf
(liMaucf in campus
■ I.ciisi's lo tit your
academic calendar

Check I
On Fac«

FOR

■ Efficiencies, I Bedrooms
& 1 Hc<lrt><im \pts
Smile price I'lirnislit'd
or unfurnished

RENT

■ Water, sewer, «?C trash are
Included with most units
Great selection of Houses

Night sweats?
Let us cool you down.

NEWLOVE
'Real S&taU,

319E.W00STERST.

> Air Conditioning
> FREE High Speed Internet

> 24 Hr Maintenance
> 3 Laundromats

> FREE Basic Cable

> 2 Swimming Pools

> FREE DVD Library

& Apartments
■ Available tor 2012-201 j

> FREE Gas IHeot, Water. Cooking)

BOWLING GREEN

419-354-2260

^VILLAGE

Quality Service, Quality Housing

• l +2 BR
Apartments Available •
• Semester Leases •

APART

> FREE Resident Shuttle

FERRACE

r.vr.ki

II

11

& SdMMlT TERRA*
t*»» *. P * » I * E h r s
1400 E. Napolejn Rd • 419.352 'J!1
www.wlnthfoptefTace.com
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***$10/HR4COMM"*
"Inside Phone Sales"
'HIRING IMMEDIATELY*
Are You Friendly, Outgoing,
and Confident?
"Must Have Good
Communication Skills"
HAVE FUN AT WORK AND
MAKE GOOD MONEYIII
Only 15 Mm Away in Perrysburg
Mon-Thurs 4 30-9pm Sat AM
MUST BE AVAILABLE
EVERYDAY'!
21 HrsAVeek
Call Kris at (419)874-1945 Opt#3
Or apply at TruGreenToledo.com
TruGreen -EOE M/F/D/V

Complete Rental Listing
available on-line and
in Rental Office.

*)HC.

> 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts

> FREE Waterft Trash

Employees needed to perform
light production work w/ flex
hours. Must work at least 15 hrs
per week, can be FT. many
BGSU students work here, easy
walk from campus! Pay is
$7.70/hr. Pick up application at:
Advanced Specialty Products, Inc
428CloughSt, BG, OH.

319 E Wo
Ireel
Located across from Taco Boll
Hours
Monday lo Friday
8:30 to 5.30 I Saturday
8 30 to 5 00
419 354 2260 | www johnnewlovereatestate com
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• Minutes from BGSU »
• Pet friendly community •
• Utilities included •

CAll FOR SPECIALS!
Located at:
:i<") Napoleon Road ■fOr'
In Bowling Green 1™J
4l«> -262-2*514

